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We investigate the m~gnetohydrorlyn~nic equilibrium of a 

resistive, lo .... -density plasma in a model steIlarator field.The 

effect of inertia on plasma motion is treated exactly.and its 

influence on plasm" 10B8 determined. It is shown thilt the 

losses due to inertia ttre limited by the conditions for the 

existence of an equilibrium . 

One of the bas i c theoretical problems in the fusion programme 

is the calculat i on of pla$IDa loss frota particular containment 

devices. Howe ver, because of the complexity of the problem, 

brought about by the choice of plalllllill model and the complicated 

geOllletry of realiatic devic es, t.o say nothing of boundary 

conditions , it haa not been posaible to c arry thJ;Oough a 

cOlllpletely satis factory calculation. As an example '0/8 can 

c o nsider the PriJ;Oach-SchlUter calculation [1] foJ;O plasma loss 

fnu a 1II0del .teUaJ;Oator or Levitron device. In this 

calculation the pla .. a flow velocity parallel to the magnetic 

field can become ve ry large, and thia casts strong doubt. on 

the assUlllption that the plasma inertia is negligible. 

In thl! present calculation _ have included the effect of 

plasma ine rtia a nd investigated the modified losaes from a 

model confiquration. We describe the plasma by means of the 

one-fluid equation a (aee below,where "standard" notation is 

used), and treat the flows and geOll'letry exactly, but consider 

resistive effects as a perturbation to the perfectly 

conducting pla sma lUotion. 
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'!'he lIIaClel lIIagnetic field used. is the axisysEetric Pfirsch -

SchlUter field where we used the cylindrical co-ordinate 

system R, Z, ~ and in a meridional cross-section, the polar 

co-ordinatesr, e. 

Two aesumptions deserve explicit mention a) isothermal pIa_a 

(i . e.c the aound speed is conntant), and b) Q the maas source 

term that i a neceasaey to replace losses, as we are cons~g 

stationary solutions. Closer invoatigation of the equations 

reveala that the differential part of them can be brought into 

a form ~. "lR{G, 9), .... her .. G indicates a column of four 

known algebraic functionaln of quantities to be determined . 

Expansion in resistive .ffroSts lall.ds to easily solvable 

differential equationa if '. "lR(G(n-l),e ), so that the nth 

order aolution i. given by quantities in the order n-l, 

together with surface functions 
• 

sIn) Le. G(n). 'If.d9'R(G(n-ll, e') + s(n)(r). 

These surface functiona in nth order are determined by the 

condition that the (n+l)th order solution is periodic in 9 

i.e. Lt;eR (G( n), 9) • O. Hence. once..,.. have the zeroth order 

we have il systematic procedure to obtain all higher orders.What 

we have done is to nolve t he zeroth order, which corresponds to 

non-linear ideal HHO flows, and to derive the plasma loss 

e:ocpre$!lion in the resistive fiTst order. 

It is interesting to note that we are led to restrictions on 

the ideal pla sma flow. In terms of the mass fluxes the long 

and the short way, theae aTe shown in the fiqure. One can see 

(for de finite valuea ot aspect ratio and rotat iona l transform), 

the possible departures from the quasistatic case, which 

corresponds to the neighbourhood of the origin. The quantitiea 

plotted are related to the mass fluxes r the short and 'V 
the long way. The two regionll where stationary solutions e re 
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poa" ible. can 

be shown to 

corre$pOnd to 

luper and 

SUbsonic 

meridional 

flow, where 

the 1I.pp:q>riate 

sound speed is 

not c, but fc . 

In first order the llIass loss rate through" lurface (where 0 
is located at r ~ 0) is 

where each line can be identified .... ith s particular forc .. . Note 

that thi, eXpression is given in tertDs ot zBroth ordeT 

quantities. which can in pTinciple be calcu lated trom caIi.it.iona 

o n the first order solution. as we h",ve pointed out earlier. 

These conditions are differential equation s and their solution 

ie a boundary value problea . We can.howeve r, entilll",te lo.aea 

without a full solut ion of thelle eqall.t ionll , Different e~es 

.... ill be presented which indicate th",t in repreaentative situ",

tions the -extra" loslles caused by p la_a tlow are of the Slime 

order as the classical (quasi-atatic) res intive 10Slles. 
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